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The water generated in the catalyst layer flows through the GDL (gas diffusion layer) and passes through 

the microfluidic channels of fuel cells. In this study, characteristics of water motion in the microfluidic 

channels are investigated corresponding to various Reynolds numbers and compression ratios of GDL. 

Gas can bypass the rib to the adjacent channel and flows through the GDL underneath the slug. To 

remove the slug, the bypass distance (%) and gas flow rate should be larger than 13%. The cross-section 

shape of the slug in 1-wall hydrophobic GDL and 3-walls hydrophilic acrylic channel is an analogous 

upside-down trapezoid. Since the required GDL compression ratio should be over 13% to eliminate 

liquid water instead of simply increasing the volumetric gas flow, the residual droplets are received at 

the vertical corner in the channel, compared to the arc corner. The regimes of liquid water flow in the 1-

wall hydrophobic GDL and 3-walls hydrophilic acrylic channel are summarized as slug motion, 

compressed drop motion, elongate droplet motion, drop oscillation, and cap drop motion. These results 

provide improved physical models predicting the state of water hold-up and flooding in PEM fuel cells. 

 

 

Keywords: Microfluidic channel; Arc/vertical turning; GDL; Gas flow rates; Fuel cell 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The environmental, economic, and sustainable implications demand a dwindling supply of fossil 

fuels due to increasing energy demands. Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells are clean energy 

devices utilizing hydrogen and oxygen to generate power. Water is the only effluent of this energy 

conversion device. Therefore, water management in these devices is the biggest challenge for fuel cell 

engineers in their broader implementation. Singh, Rupinder. [1] reviewed the degradation aspects of 
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water formation and transport in PEM fuel cells suggesting that the water management system affected 

PEM fuel cell performance and durability. 

Water is generated in the cathode layer, passes through the GDL via lateral flow and transverse 

flow, and arrives at the channel. Kalidindi. A. R. [2] developed a two-phase model studying the role of 

interfacial voids at the microporous layer and catalyst layer interface on PEM fuel cell performance. 

Their findings revealed that the liquid water saturation in interfacial voids was significantly affected by 

their geometry and location. Luo. F. [3] studied the water transport characteristics of a PEM fuel cell at 

different operating pressures and temperatures, managing water with saturated hydrogen and dry air. 

There was no water transport from the cathode to the anode. B. H. Lim. [4] investigated that the 

concentrations of water at the anode and cathode were the same at a relative humidity of 58% and 20%, 

respectively. Moreover, no diffusion of water occurred in the PEM fuel cell under these conditions. 
Zago. M. [5] studied the water flow in, through, and around the GDL. The water flow resistance was 

approximately ten times larger than the resistance to water flow between a GDL surface and a smooth 

solid surface. Polverino’s group [6-9] described a single droplet deformation, oscillation, and 

detachment on the GDL surface. A dynamic force balance was implemented considering the effects of 

droplet elastic deformation. Penga, Željko. [10] studied the effects of GDL structure on liquid water 

management in PEM fuel cells. Water slugs formed, spanning the micro-channel, caused large 

fluctuations in the local current density. Kristopher Inman. [11] confirmed the slug motion in the 

serpentine channel, employing a direct experimental visualization in an operational transparent single-

serpentine PEM fuel cell. Experimental studies via lab-on-a-chip and microchannel cooling applications 

revealed two-phase flow patterns in channels [12-16]. Additionally, Djilali’s group [17-20] and 

Benziger’s group [21-23] developed microfluidic channels and pressure transducers to study droplet 

emerging to slug motion in microfluidic channels. The pressure traces corresponding to the liquid motion 

were very helpful in understanding the processes. 

Herein, microfluidic channels with two kinds of turnings are employed to investigate the liquid 

water transition and the corner effect characteristics. This approach is analogous to serpentine channels 

in PEM fuel cells. The regimes of liquid water motion in serpentine channels are various due to different 

gas flow rates (Reynolds number, 2<𝑹𝒆𝒈𝒂𝒔<600) and assembled pressures. We also quantized the impact 

of GDL compressions on the liquid water motion, the effect of Reynolds numbers on liquid flow, and 

the impact of channel corners on liquid flow. 

 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Two microfluidic channels with arc turning and vertical turning were employed to investigate 

the liquid water flow at different gas flow rates and GDL compression ratios. The cross-section of the 

channel was 1.6×1.6mm2, the distance from the water inlet to the turning was 60mm, and the distance 

from the gas inlet to the water inlet was 11.3mm (Fig. 1). Toray carbon paper (TGP-H-120) with 20% 

Teflon loading was affixed to the bottom of the acrylic channel with a thin film of silicon grease. The 

two channels, referred to as the flow channels were prepared with 0.1mm pores through the acrylic block 

and carbon paper.  
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Figure 1. The schematic of the experiment. 

 

 

In all experiments, water was supplied to the flow channel using a syringe pump at a flow rate of 

10 μL/min while nitrogen gas was passed using a mass flow controller at flow rates ranging from 3–900 

mL/min. Different compression levels of GDL were controlled by commercial PTFE sheets of different 

thicknesses. Thin sheets were incompressible in these experiments. 

A low-pressure transducer (Omega PX-160) was employed to acquire the differential pressure 

between the channel inlet pressure and outlet pressure, ∆𝑷 = 𝑷𝒊𝒏 − 𝑷𝒐𝒖𝒕. The measurement range of the 

pressure transducer was 0–500 (gauge) Pa, with an accuracy of ±5 Pa. The differential pressure was set 

at a frequency of 20 Hz. Videos of liquid water motion were captured using a high-speed camera 

(Phantom V5, Vision Research Inc.). In the experiments, the mass flow rate in the gas flow channel was 

kept constant. The experimental conditions and physical parameters were summarized in Table S1. The 

gas flow rates of 3-900mL/min correspond to the gas Reynolds numbers: 

𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑠 =
𝜌

𝑄𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝐴𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙
𝐷ℎ

𝜇
                                  (1) 

where 𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔  is volumetric gas flow, 𝝆  is gas density, 𝑨𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒍  is channel cross-sectional 

area, 𝑫𝒉is hydraulic diameter, and 𝝁 is gas viscosity. The range of the Reynolds number is from 2 – 600. 

Wetting properties such as interfacial forces, contact angle hysteresis of the acrylic material in 

the micro-fluidic cells, and static (advancing/receding) contact angles were determined by Wilhelmy 

Plate measurements. The acrylic sheet showed advancing and receding contact angles of 84° and 55° 

while that of the GDL sample were 120° and 70°, respectively. 

The rate of water production is given by equation 2 and the airflow exiting the cathode gas flow 

channel is given by equation 3; 

𝑄
•

𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 =
𝑖𝐴𝑀𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

2𝐹𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
                               (2) 

𝑄
•

𝑎𝑖𝑟 =
𝑖𝐴

4𝐹

 
𝑅𝑇

𝑃𝑂2

(𝜆 − 1)                         (3) 
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where i is the current density, A is the active area (equivalent area in the microfluidic cell was 

3.8 cm2 ), F is Faraday’s constant, 𝑴𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓 is the molecular weight of water, 𝝆𝒘𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒓 is the density of 

water, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, 𝑷𝑶𝟐
 are the partial pressure of oxygen and 𝝀 is the 

stoichiometric ratio of oxygen in the feed to the oxygen consumed in the reaction. The volumetric water 

flow was 10 µL/min corresponding to a current density of 0.8 A/cm2. We fixed the volumetric water 

flow to investigate the impact of GDL compression ratios and Reynolds number on liquid water flow in 

microfluidic channels. 

 

 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  

3.1. Effects of compression ratios of GDL on liquid water shedding 

GDLs are compressed in PEM fuel cells. Numerous studies focused on the effects of GDLs 

compression on fuel cell performance [24-31]. However, no definite compression ratio of GDL is 

reported. The optimal compression ratio of GDL is associated with different factors, such as the 

combination of material elements, flow field structure, assembly patterns, and operating conditions. In 

the present study, several compression ratios of GDLs from 13% to 30% are optimized to investigate the 

characteristic of liquid water flow in the serpentine channel at different Reynolds numbers (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Liquid water motion at various Reynolds number and GDL compression ratios 

 

GDL 

compression 

ratios 

Critical 

Qgas for 

single slug 

Critical Qgas 

for 

continuous 

slugs 

Reynolds number Liquid water regime 

13% 

compression 

ratio 

24 28 

𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 33 ①Slug 
33 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 66 ①Slug 

66 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 200 ③Compressed drop slug 

20 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 < 600 ④Drop 

20% 

compression 

ratio 
12 14 

𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 33 ①Slug 

33 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 66 ②Slug 

66 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 < 200 ③Compressed drop slug 

20 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 < 600 ④Drop 

24% 

compression 

ratio 

10 12 

𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 33 ①Slug 

33 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 66 ⑤Slug and oscillation 
66 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 200 ⑥Compressed big drop 

20 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 < 600 ④Drop 

 
 

30% 

compression 

ratio 

 
 

5 6 

𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 33 ①Slug 

33 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 66 ⑦Elongate slug 

66 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 ≤ 200 
⑧Upside-down droplet

slug 

200 < 𝑅𝑒𝑔 < 600 ④Drop 
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① Drop grows into a slug. Slug blocks the channel and moves out. Residual liquid exists in the 

quarter corner, not in the arc corner.  

②Slugs move at high speed, self-detaching after turning in the quarter corner and forming 

residual liquid hanging on channel walls, unsuitable for the channel with the arc corner.  

③ The cap dropping at the water inlet is pushed downstream, forming a long droplet. The droplet 

finally forms a slug and moves out. The slug stretches and the rear part detaches as residual liquid drop 

stays in the channel. 

④The cap drops at the water inlet are pushed downstream of the channel and several cap drops 

form a big droplet moving out. 

⑤ Drop grows and forms a pre-slug which oscillates downstream of the water inlet. The volume 

of the slug is bigger than the slug in the case of ① due to the oscillation.  

⑥ A droplet is pushed downstream of the water inlet and forms a long droplet. The gas bypasses 

the droplet by oscillation. The droplet is big enough and moves out without slug formation. 

⑦ The slug is elongated by the gas. The slugs are then transferred to droplets hanging on the top 

hydrophilic wall of the acrylic channel, reforming a slug again by drawing back or the other liquid 

drop/slug joining in. 

⑧ The cap drop is pushed downstream of the channel and gathers to form an upside-down 

droplet. The droplet hangs on the top wall of the channel. A big droplet moves out which is stretched 

and the rear part is detached. 

In both 1-wall hydrophobic GDL and 3-walls hydrophilic acrylic channels, gas can bypass the 

rib through the GDL to adjacent channels. There are critical (lowest) gas flow rates for liquid water 

elimination from the channel, as summarized in Table 1. The gas flow rate in each channel is larger than 

the critical values. Based on equation 2, when 2  the volumetric nitrogen flow is approximately 

20mL/min, the corresponding compression ratio of GDL should be 20% to eliminate the slug in the 

channel. With the increase in compression ratios, the patterns of liquid in the channel are different even 

at the same Reynolds number. The differences are noted from ① to ⑧ and images are shown in Fig. 

S1. The slug and drop regimes are shown in the following figures. 

At the same Reynolds number, the characteristics of liquid water flow are different, as described 

in ③and ⑥ (Fig. S1). The liquid water is elongated by the gas pushing. However, slug motion is at 

13% compression of GDL while droplet flows at 24% compression. The permeability of GDL under the 

rib decreases with increasing compression. Less volumetric gas flows through the GDL when the rib 

promotes liquid water compression and drop flow formation. Increasing GDL compression is an 

alternative to increasing the gas flow rates to eliminate liquid water in the channel[32]. With the increase 

in Reynolds number, the liquid flow characteristics in the microfluidic channel are analyzed below. The 

compression ratio of GDL is 24% at this point. 

 

3.2 Droplet evolution in a square channel with different wettabilities. 

Colosqui [33] investigated the droplet and slug formation in the 4-walls hydrophilic channel. The 

water initially formed a spherical cap anchored in the pore. Fig. 2 shows that the water coming out of 

the biggest pore in the GDL forms a cap. In the 4-walls hydrophobic channel, the droplet grows and 
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spans the channel from side to side without touching the wall opposite to the emergent pore. The laterally 

confined droplet first touches the wall at the channel corner and a gap is formed between the droplet and 

the opposite wall to allow the gas flow [34]. The droplet then spans the channel, forming a slug. 

However, in 3 hydrophilic walls and 1 hydrophobic GDL wall, the droplet continues to grow and 

randomly touches one side wall after forming a spherical cap (Fig. 2b). The droplet kept grows along 

the side wall, touches the top wall, and then arrives at another side wall when the gas and water fed in, 

(Fig. 2b-2d). The path is either anticlockwise or clockwise. The contact area on the GDL is much smaller 

than that on the acrylic surface. The area with the deeper color, shown in Fig. 2 (top view), is the contact 

area between the droplet and the GDL surface. The lighter color indicates the contact area between the 

droplet and the acrylic surface. Owing to the different wettabilities, an upside-down trapezoid is formed 

when the slug moves along the channel.   

 

 
 

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the drop evolution in a square channel (1-wall GDL and 3-walls). 

 

3.3 Single slug motion under low gas flow rates (<10mL/min) in serpentine channel 

Fig. 3 shows the single slug motion in the channel with a vertical corner when the 𝑹𝒆𝒈𝒂𝒔  was 

𝟐 < 𝑹𝒆𝒈𝒂𝒔 < 𝟕 flow regime. Based on the size of flow channels, flow rates correspond to fuel cell 

operation with current densities <500mA/cm2 [34] and the air stoichiometry at the cathode is around 2. 

The gas primarily bypasses the rib and moves out instead of pushing the slug moving. The detachment 

pressure (𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒕 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕) is fixed, depending on the wettability of the channel. The slug moves as long as 

the bypass pressure ( 𝑷𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 ) increases than the 𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒕 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 . The slug stops when the 

𝑷𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔=𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒕 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕, as shown in equation 4: 

𝟑(𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝑹,𝒂𝒄𝒓𝒚𝒍𝒊𝒄 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝑨,𝒂𝒄𝒓𝒚𝒍𝒊𝒄) + (𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝑹,𝑮𝑫𝑳 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝑨,𝑮𝑫𝑳) =
𝝁𝒈𝒂𝒔𝒘𝟐

𝜸𝒘𝒌𝑮𝑫𝑳𝒕𝑮𝑫𝑳

𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔

𝑫𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔
        (4) 

where 𝜸𝒘  is the surface tension of water, and 𝜽𝑹and 𝜽𝑨  are receding and advancing contact 

angles of water with GDL and acrylic surfaces. The channel is square (1.6mm*1.6mm), and w is the 

width and depth of the channel. 𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔 is the gas flow rate, 𝒌𝑮𝑫𝑳 is the GDL permeability, 𝝁𝒈𝒂𝒔 is the 

viscosity of the gas, 𝒘𝒓𝒊𝒃is the width of the rib, 𝒕𝑮𝑫𝑳 is the GDL thickness, and 𝑫𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 is the bypassing 

distance from the water inlet to the tail of the slug. 
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Figure 3. Single slug motion at different flow rates in the vertical corner channel. The water flow rate 

of 10μL/min and 𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔 = 𝟏𝟎𝒎𝑳/𝒎𝒊𝒏 is the critical value for a single slug to move out. a) The 

images of slug motion in the channel, and (b and c) the pressure traces corresponding to the slug 

motion. 
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Fig. 3 displays a single slug motion for 𝟎 < 𝑹𝒆𝒈 < 𝟕 in the microchannel with turning. The slug 

motion is shown in Fig. 3a. The slug stops at different locations in the channel, corresponding to different 

gas flow rates. The pressure traces (Fig. 3b) corresponds to the single slug motion in Fig. 3a. The critical 

value of the gas flow rate is 10mL/min (𝑹𝒆𝒈 = 𝟕) for a single slug moving out. For 𝑹𝒆𝒈 ≤ 𝟐, liquid 

water comes out of the biggest pore and forms a long liquid column. The gas bypasses the rib to the 

adjacent channel through the GDL at this compression ratio. The long liquid column moves out after 

filling the channel. The 𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒕 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 is much lower than the𝑷𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔. For 𝟐 < 𝑹𝒆𝒈 < 𝟔, the liquid water 

comes out of the GDL and forms a slug. The slug moves and the 𝑷𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 decreases with increasing 𝑫𝒃. 

The slug stops at 𝑷𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 = 𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒕 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕, as shown in equation 4. The process of one slug motion in the 

channel is marked in the pink curve (Fig. 3b). Here, the 𝑷𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔  is 120Pa and the 𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒕 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕  is 

approximately 160Pa. For 𝑹𝒆𝒈 ≥ 𝟕, the lowest 𝑷𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 for the slug reaching the corner is still higher 

than the 𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒕 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕. 𝑹𝒆𝒈 = 𝟕 indicates𝑷𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 = 𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒕 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕. The critical time for a slug to move 

out is approximately 60s, approximately 2 times longer than the time just 𝑹𝒆𝒈 = 𝟖 (Fig. 3c). There is 

the lowest point in the pressure trace, marked in Fig. 3c, corresponding to the slug arriving at the corner 

in the channel.  

According to equation 2, 𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔/𝑫𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 should remain constant, as indicated in Fig. S2. The 

experimental data results are consistent with the prediction in Equation 4. Moreover, the 𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔/𝑫𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 

should be at least 0.13 to eliminate the accumulated water in the channel. 

Fig. S3 displays the characteristic of slug passing through the quarter corner and arc corner. The 

shape of the slug in the arc corner is the same as moving in the straight channel. In addition, the arc 

corner has little impact on the slug motion. However, slug motion in the quarter corner is different from 

that in the arc corner. The head of the slug shows an inertial motion instead of adjusting the corner (Fig. 

S3). The abrupt turning of the quarter corner changes the liquid-solid interfacial energy (𝜸𝒍𝒔) to liquid-

vapor interfacial energy (𝜸𝒍𝒈). The interfacial energy for the slug is the sum of the liquid-vapor and 

liquid-solid energies as shown in equation 5; 

𝜸𝒔𝒈 = 𝜸 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝒍𝒈                                 (𝟓) 

The liquid-vapor interfacial energy is higher than the solid-liquid interfacial energy, holding the 

slug and preventing liquid touch the solid wall. The directions of slug motion and gas flow in the arc 

corner and quarter corner are marked in Fig. S3. There is a residual liquid at the vertical turning off the 

channel (Fig. 3a and S3). However, the smooth arc turning pattern eliminates all residue at the corner of 

the channel, the main difference between the channel with vertical turning and the channel with arc 

turning. Those residual liquids act as nucleating sites for subsequent drop-to-slug transitions. When the 

slug is pushed down the channel, another residual micro-droplet is left behind at approximately the same 

location [35]. 

 

3.4 Continuous slugs motion under low gas flow rates (<12mL/min) in the serpentine channel 

Continuous slug motion in the micro-fluidic channel is shown in Fig. S4. The gas and water flow 

rates are 9mL/min and 10μL/min, respectively. There are 6 evolutions in one period (Fig. S4). When the 

second slug is formed and moves, the first slug stops. The gas pushes the second slug instead of pushing 
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the first slug. Therefore, when a new slug is formed and blocks the channel, the previous slugs stop 

moving. However, the gap between the two slugs reduces, as shown in evolution 4 and 5. As shown in 

Fig. S4 (evolution 6), the previous slugs are combined as one long slug, contributing to one period, and 

then returning to evolution 2. The slugs unite into one and move out of the channel before a new slug 

formation.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Gas pressures as a function of time for continuous slugs motion in the channel with a vertical 

corner. 𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔 = 𝟏𝟐𝒎𝑳/𝒎𝒊𝒏 is the minimum value for slugs to move out when the water flow 

rate was 10μL/min. 

 

 

Fig. 4 shows the gas pressure trace corresponding to the slug motion. The critical gas and water 

flow rate flow rates are 12mL/min and 10μL/min, respectively. The pressure trace for one slug motion 

period is like an “M”. The sinus point in the “M” indicates that the slug reaches the corner in the channel 

the highest 𝑫𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 and the lowest 𝑷𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔. When the gas flow rates are lower than 12 mL/min, the 

slugs motion characters are shown in Fig. S4 and one pressure trace of 9mL/min is shown in Fig. 4. The 

numbers in Fig. 4 correspond to the numbers in Fig. S4. The pressure increases with the number of slugs 

in the channel. When the slugs are combined into one, the pressure decreases. The pressure in evolution 

6 is almost equal to the pressure in evolution 4. Gas has three ways to move ahead: push the slug, go 

through the GDL underneath the slug and bypass the rib. In this study, bypassing the rib is the preferable 

route for gas to move forward. The increasing pressure is attributed to the gas passing through the GDL 

underneath slugs. 

 

3.5 Liquid motion in high gas flow rates in the serpentine channel  

Oscillation of the droplet occurs at the water inlet before forming a slug when 𝑹𝒆𝒈𝒂𝒔 > 𝟑𝟔 (Fig. 

5). The side views of the droplet oscillation and videos are available at 
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http://pemfc.princeton.edu/MFC_Data. Polverino [6] developed a numerical model of the droplet 

growing on the GDL surface. The droplets oscillation has a complex dynamic interaction among the 

surface tension force, drag force, and inertial force. 

𝟑𝜸𝒘𝒘(𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝑹,𝒂𝒄𝒓𝒚𝒍𝒊𝒄 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝑨,𝒂𝒄𝒓𝒚𝒍𝒊𝒄) + 𝜸𝒘𝒘(𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝑹,𝑮𝑫𝑳 − 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜽𝑨,𝑮𝑫𝑳) =
𝟏

𝟐
𝝆𝒈𝒂𝒔𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔

𝟐 𝑪𝑫𝑬𝒅 + 𝒎
𝒅𝒍𝟐

𝒅𝒕𝟐 (5) 

where 𝟏 𝟐⁄ 𝝆𝒈𝒂𝒔𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔
𝟐 𝑪𝑫𝑬𝒅 is the drag force, 𝑪𝑫 is the drag coefficient, 𝑬𝒅 = 𝑹𝟐 [𝜽𝒔 −

𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝟐𝜽𝒔)

𝟐
] 

is the droplet cross-sectional area for the gas flow, and 𝜽𝒔  is the basic contact angle depending on 

material properties. 𝒎
𝒅𝒍𝟐

𝒅𝒕𝟐 is the inertial force and m corresponds to the droplet mass. 

 
 

Figure 5. Side view of the slug formation at high gas flow rates (50-300mL/min) in the channel with a 

vertical corner. At a water flow rate of 10μL/min, droplet oscillation can be detected. 

 

 

Due to gas thrusting, the location of droplet formation is a little ahead of the inlet pore (Fig. 5). 

There are two parts of the droplet before slug formation. Part 2 acts as a substantial liquid provider of 

part 1 and the separation of the two parts increases due to the droplet oscillation. Part 1 finally forms a 

slug and moves out and part 2 is a residual droplet near the water inlet. The oscillation processes 32 are 

similar to the drag force exerting a thrust on an exposed droplet surface, with a subsequent deformation. 

The surface tension responds to this deformation by bringing the droplet back to its original shape [36] 

(i.e. the surface tension reduces the energy content of droplet surface molecules).  

http://pemfc.princeton.edu/MFC_Data
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Fig. S5 shows the in-situ pressure of droplet oscillation and slug motion. The period shown in 

Fig. S5 is 44s while 34s are shown in Fig. 4. The average oscillation time is 11s marching the gap 

between both slug periods. The oscillation extends the period of slug formation. The droplet oscillation 

does not increase the pressure, however, keeps it horizontal. The upper and lower limits of the oscillation 

pressures are an average of 111Pa and 83Pa, respectively. The oscillation discharges when the gas 

pressure reaches 111Pa and closes up by 83Pa. When the gas flow rate rises to 900mL/min corresponding 

to the 𝑹𝒆𝒈𝒂𝒔 = 𝟔𝟎𝟎, the characteristics of droplet motion are quite different from that discussed above. 

The droplet is formed at the corner of the channel other than at the water inlet. The little cap droplet 

thrusts to the corner under high gas flow rate. Several cap droplets form a big droplet, which moves out 

directly (Fig. S6). The big droplet does not block the channel. The drag force is much stronger than the 

𝑷𝒅𝒆𝒕 𝒂𝒄𝒉𝒎𝒆𝒏𝒕 pushing the droplet out of the channel. The slug formation can be avoided by feeding with 

a high Reynolds number. Some residual droplets are seen on the side acrylic wall and the surface of 

GDL both in both channels. However, as mentioned above, there are some residual droplets only at the 

vertical corner compared to the arc turning.              

The key results from this study are: 

1. Gas can bypass the rib and slug and flows through the porous GDL. 

2. Water emerges from the largest pore of the hydrophobic GDL into the gas flow channel.  

3. The 𝑸𝒈𝒂𝒔/𝑫𝒃𝒚𝒑𝒂𝒔𝒔 should be 0.13 to eliminate the accumulated water in the channel 

4. The minimum gas flow rates should be 10mL/min and 12mL/min in one channel for a 

single slug and continuous slugs to move out, respectively, at a water flow rate of 10μL/min.  

5. Channel with a vertical corner can detain some residual droplets. Channel with arc turning 

is clear under the same conditions. The residual droplets narrow the gas flow channel. 

6. The shape of the slug in 1-wall hydrophobic GDL and 3-walls hydrophilic acrylic is 

similar to an upside-down trapezoid. There is little space at the GDL-acrylic corners which are not filled 

with liquid. 

7. Droplets oscillate when the gas flow rate is higher than 50mL/min in one channel. The 

oscillation extends the period of slug formation.  

8. When the gas flow rate is 900mL/min, the droplets at the water inlet are expelled to the 

corner, forming a big droplet moving out.  

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Four patterns of liquid flow in the micro-channel are received. The order of liquid flow in the 

channel is; long liquid column formation, slug motion, oscillation, slug motion, and drop motion. The 

long liquid column almost happened at very low Reynolds numbers while drop motion usually occurs 

only in high Reynolds numbers. The critical Reynolds number for the transformation liquid flow in the 

microchannel depends on the parameters in equation 1 and the GDL compression ratios.  

Corners in the gas flow channel change the wettability for slug movement. The direction changes 

in slug motion result in bend loss in the gas flow channel. Additionally, due to the porous GDL materials, 

slugs at the corner produce the longest bypass distance for gas passing through the GDL and bypassing 
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the rib to the adjacent channel. The liquid water stays at corners, resulting in corner-flooding. The corner 

with arc turning is suitable for slug motion, compared to the corner with sharp turning. The abrupt change 

in the sharp turning corner transfers the liquid/solid interfacial energy to liquid/vapor interfacial energy. 

At a constant GDL compression ratio, increasing the gas flow rates can transfer the liquid flow 

patterns, facilitating the removal of the liquid water. However, increasing the gas flow rates could result 

in the oscillation before forming a slug, and extend the period for liquid water removal. Drop motion in 

high Reynolds number eliminates flooding in fuel cell while causing extra work associated with the gas 

flow. The gas flow rates are the balances need to integrate consideration of the factors impacting liquid 

water motion. 
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⑦.     ⑧.     

Fig. S1 Regimes of liquid water flow in the microfluidic channel, displaying images corresponding to 

the definition in Table 1. Some images not shown here, are shown in the following figures. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. S2 Gas flow rates as a function of bypass distance for a single slug in the serpentine channel. 
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Fig. S3 images for quarter corner and arc corner effects on slug motion. 
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Fig. S4 Continuous slugs motion in the channel with a vertical corner. The gas and water flow rates are 

9mL/min and 10μL/min, respectively. 

 

 

 

Fig. S5 The in situ pressure trace of droplet oscillation and slug motion. 
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Fig. S6 Droplets motion in high gas flow rate of 900mL/min and water flow rate of 10μL/min. 

 

Table S1 Experimental conditions and physical parameters in this study. 

 

Distance from water inlet to the 

corner 

mmL 60  

Channel height mmH 6.1  

Channel width mmwchannel 6.1  

Rib width mmwrib 6.1  

Pore diameter md 100  

Gas volumetric flow rate 1min900-3  mLQgas
  

Water volumetric flow rate 1min10  LQwater   

Gas density 32.1  mkggas  

Gas viscosity 115

gas 107.1   smkg  

Water viscosity 113100.1   smkgwater  

Surface tension of water 1072.0  mN  
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